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ABSTRACT 

People in the modern era still hang their clothes on a clothesline, just like they 

did in the 1990s. Despite the availability of dryers, some people still prefer to dry 

their clothes in the sun after they have been washed. However, when it begins to 

rain, it will become a burden for them. They must leave their house to manually 

save their clothes on the clothesline. Many people will be irritated because of 

this. As a result of this, a motorised clothes hanger was created. The primary goal 

of this research is to improve the household clothes hanger of today and to 

develop novel methods of drying clothes.  
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CHAPTER ONE  

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of study. 

     In this modern day and age, most of our work are done with machine help. 

For example, when we do the laundry, we just put the clothes into the washing 

machine and add in detergent and the washing machine will wash the cloth and 

rinse it. But after that we still need to dry the cloth by hang up cloth at the 

household drying cloth. Some of us maybe have the dryer machine to dry their 

cloth but for some people dryer is too expensive and use a lot of energy and will 

increase the bills. Because of this, people still need to move around the household 

drying cloth to dry their cloth and for senior citizen it can be a tiring work for 

them. Beside that we still need to rush out to save the clothes on the hanger when 

the day starts raining. Until this day’s most of the people still using the normal 

household drying cloth that same as people years before.   

    Therefore, I decide to create a household drying cloth with a motor help people 

hang up clothes easier. Especially to elder citizen, pregnant women and deficient 

people. This product will use the motor to move the household drying cloth away 

to save the clothes when raining. With this motor help, user no longer need to 

rush out to save the clothes. This motors movement can be controlled manually 

with the button at the clothes hanger either move forward or backward.   

 

 

 

 

 

 




